Abstract. In this paper, the results of numerical studies on vibration and instability of a geometrically nonlinear column subjected to Euler's load are presented. The system is loaded by external axial force P applied at the free end of the column. Additional concentrated mass is localised on one of column's rods. The Hamilton principle was used to formulate the boundary problem. Due to the geometrical nonlinearity, the solution of the problem was performed by means of the small parameter method. The main purpose of this paper is to investigate an influence of the concentrated mass on divergence instability and critical loading and natural vibration frequency.
Introduction
The study on natural vibration and divergence instability of the geometrically nonlinear slender systems subjected to Euler's loading were the subject of numerous scientific investigations. The following parameters were mainly investigated: bending rigidity coefficient, stiffness of supporting and/or connecting springs, size of cracks, types of instability and magnitude of critical loading.
In this study the problem of natural vibration of the geometrically nonlinear column consisted of four rods with divergence instability is taken into account. Przybylski [1] and Tomski [2] have studied divergence instability of numerous systems subjected to Euler's loading. In the investigated system the first and the second element have a rigid connection. In the point of this connection concentrated mass has been placed. Uzny and Tomski [3] [4] [5] have studied nonlinear slender systems with concentrated mass. The main purpose of their work was to investigate natural vibration frequency, instability and critical loading. Rods three and four are connected by a pin, strengthened by a rotational spring with stiffness C. This type of connection allows one to simulate internal cracks and/or connection of elements made of different materials. The scientific research of columns with crack were investigate by Kukla [6] and Wang [7] . The problem of instability and natural vibration has been formulated by means of Hamilton's principle [8] . Solu-K. Sokół 94 tion of investigated problem has been performed by use of small parameter method [9] . The main purpose of this investigation is to estimate an influence of concentrated mass on natural vibration frequency and critical loading. Figure 1 presents an investigated nonlinear cantilever column. The first and the second rod have a rigid connection. In the point of this connection concentrated mass has been placed. Rods three and four are connected by a pin, strengthened by a rotational spring with stiffness C. This type of connection allows one to simulate internal cracks and/or connection of elements made of different materials. Method of formulation of the problem presented in this paper allows one also to simulate the change in location of the mass and of the spring along the column length. The column is loaded by external force P in the point of connection of rods two and four. The deflection angles of these rods are identical. Examples of physical structures are presented in Figure 2 (a) two coaxial tubes, b) tube and rod, c) flat frame) where the black rectangular stands for the place where the spring C is installed.
The problem presented in this paper has been formulated by means of Hamilton's principle:
where the kinetic T and potential V energy are expressed by the following formulas: 
Introducing the kinetic (2) and potential (3) energy into (1) and performing the variational and integration operations, and assuming that virtual longitudinal
are arbitrary and independent for 0 < x i < l i the following equations of motion in transversal direction were obtained:
The compressive axial force is defined as follows:
Introducing definition of axial force (5) into equation of motion, equation (4) has the form:
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The axial displacement in each rod is expressed by the formula:
The geometrical boundary conditions are as follows:
( ) ( ) , , , 0 , , , 0 
In the boundary conditions the roman numerals determines the derivatives with respect to space variable x i and the dots the derivatives with respect to time t. The small parameter ε method [9] has been used to solve the boundary problem due to geometrical nonlinearities of the column. According to this method for the system vibrating around the rectilinear form of static equilibrium the longitudinal and transversal displacements, axial force and vibration frequency of each rod are written in a power series ( ) ( )
Then, the obtained terms are grouped at the same power of the small parameter , ε which leads to infinite sequence of equations. The solution presented in this paper was obtained on the basis of a system of equations with a small parameter in the first power.
Results of numerical calculations
Results of numerical calculations of vibration frequency and instability are referred to the reference system. The reference system has no concentrated mass and is composed of rods with identical bending rigidity factor (r m = r w = 1).
In Figures 3 and 4 curves of non-dimensional relation external load p vs. vibration frequency ω for different spring stiffness c are presented. Smaller values of c results in smaller magnitudes of vibration frequency and critical loading of a column. For greater c vibration frequency and critical loading are rising up to p cr = 2.4649. It can be concluded that vibration frequency and critical loading of a referenced system is highly dependant on spring stiffness. Shape modes of a referenced system for different spring stiffness are presented in the appendix. (d 3 = 0.7 ). An influence of the mass m on the investigated factors is exactly the same as in the previous figures (Fig. 5  and 6 ). It can be concluded that the mass m allows one to control vibration frequency and has no influence on the critical loading.
Since mass m has no influence on critical loading the following picture has been created (Fig. 9 ). This figure presents critical loading vs. pin location curves which are plotted for different spring stiffness. If spring stiffens tends to infinity the critical loading is constant and change in d 3 parameter has no influence on investigated factor. Reduction of spring stiffness results in a decrease in critical loading. The smaller c the greater change in critical loading. Despite the changes in spring stiffness, the magnitude of the critical loading is stabilizing with the approach to the free end by the pin.
Conclusions
In this paper an influence of concentrated mass along the column length on divergence instability and natural vibration of the geometrically nonlinear column subjected to Euler's load is presented. The following conclusions have been made after analysis of the results of numerical calculations: -the magnitude of the mass m has a great influence on the shape of curves drawn in the force -vibration frequency plane, -the greater the mass the lower natural vibration frequency, -the magnitude of the mass m has no influence on vibration modes and what in important on critical loading of the column, -by means of the additional mass m the natural vibration frequency and the operating range of the column can be controlled, -for c < 5 the localization of the pin has a great influence on critical loading and natural vibration frequency. By the change of the localization of the pin the critical load can be controlled, -when the pin is localized near the loaded end of the column the influence of the spring stiffness on investigated parameters is negligible.
